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When I’d first seen the Painted Harvest stamp set in the catalogue I initially thought it would be too limited in
what I could use it for however I couldn’t resist buying it as I loved the flowers, and now that I’ve had time to
play about with it I just love it.
The flowers look amazing stamped in all sorts of colours however here is a neat little variation for you. I’d seen
this on Pinterest (I think) a long time ago and had to give it a go. My classmates just loved it too.
So give it a go. It is super cute! And there’s even a Leaf Punch to coordinate with it. Now who doesn’t love a
coordinating punch, right!

NB: please note that this project will not fit in to the Mini Pizza Boxes. The cards illustrated in ‘More
Inspiration’ are made to a different size. You could however easily use this tutorial artwork to design mini cards
that will fit in to the Mini Pizza Boxes.
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Paper Cutting:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Card Base – 12.5cm x 25cm – Pear Pizzazz cardstock
Mat – 10cm x 10cm Whisper White (standard) cardstock
Layer - 7.6cm x 7.6cm Soft Suede cardstock (this is only a suggested alternative to the retired
DSP that I used.
Mat – 7cm x 7cm Early Espresso cardstock
Stitched Shape Artwork – 7cm x 7cm Whisper White (standard) cardstock
Leaves etc – 10cm x 10cm (or scraps of appropriate size) Whisper White (standard)
cardstock

Instructions: 2 step stamping method. ie there are 2 stamps to create 1 image – a background and a detailed stamp.
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1. Card Base. Score at 12.5cm and fold. (Bone Folder is useful
for burnishing the fold)

2. Make a mask by stamping the background (larger
stamp) on to scrap paper and cutting this out. Note that
I pencilled a line on to this mask to indicate where the
bottom of the hedgehog body would be.
3. Die cut Stitched Shape Artwork piece and lightly
sponge some Pear Pizzazz to this. This will be the
‘ground’ area.
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4. Using mask, line up the
pencil line with the top of the
lightly sponged ‘ground’ area
and stamp leaves on to
Artwork, first with Pear Pizzazz
and background leaf stamp
then with Granny Apple Green
and detailed leaf stamp.
5. Remove mask and you’re
left with the leaves stamped
perfectly in to position.
NB in these pics only the detailed leaf stamp
is shown
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6. Using scrap paper or post-it-note, mask the ‘ground’ area of the Stitched Shape Artwork and
using Crumb Cake ink and background flower stamp, stamp on to Artwork piece, fitting the
flower between the pre-stamped leaves. NB note that I stamped the ‘flattest’ area of the
stamp to the bottom of ‘the hedgehog’
7. Repeat using Soft Suede inkpad, just ever so slightly ‘offset’.
8. Now using smaller more detailed flower stamp, and Early Espresso ink, stamp over the Soft
Suede to build up the detail.
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Using the ‘flower centre’ stamp and Sahara Sand
inkpad (you could simply stamp off the Crumb Cake if
you don’t have Sahara Sand) stamp on to the ‘face’ of
the hedgehog. Make sure you mask the ground again
before you stamp.
10. Using Early Espresso Marker, draw in ‘with pen end’
the eyes and nose.
11. Stamp and fussy cut the other elements of the card
and tie a double bow with the Linen Thread.
9.
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NB: ignore the box in below picture as that was for another project.
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12. Now start assembling/adhering all elements of the card. Base, Mat, DSP, Mat, Artwork,
Elements. You could if you wish do a little more stamping on to the Whisper White Mat
before sticking the other layers down.
Enjoy!
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Handy Product List:
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Don’t Forget:
If you’re a Craic & Crafting Newsletter Subscriber, you get first preview of most of the Video and PDF
Tutorials posted. Well, who doesn’t just love to be at the front of the queue! Keep watching out for
those Free PDF tutorials coming straight to your Inbox.

Do me a favour and ensure this tutorial is used for personal use only. It takes quite some time and
effort to design projects and create tutorials, so I would appreciate if you would respect this and not
share it with others.

Do your crafting friends a favour and send them to my Newsletter so that they too can receive
fantastic, hints, tips, updates and tutorials straight to their inbox.

Make sure to check my Blog and YouTube for loads more inspiration. 😊

Until next time xxxx

Lilian Withers

More Inspiration:
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